Devoteam Denmark

Devoteam takes over consulting firm and strengthens its competences within energy and utilities

Copenhagen, 4 March 2022

Devoteam has taken over the activities of EBS NORDIC, which is specialized in consulting and digitization of energy- and utility companies. The acquisition of the Odense-based business is part of Devoteam’s ambitious 2024 strategy. They will do this by offering consultation and implementation of companies’ digital transformation, but only in areas where Devoteam can be the best.

The Danish government has designated the energy sector as one of the areas Denmark will be dependent on in the future. The energy- and utilities sector is currently in the process of transforming itself into a more sustainable and digital business. Here, Devoteam finds that their energy- and supply customers are increasingly looking for deep specialized knowledge about the utilities sector, but just as much, they need knowledge, counseling, and implementation skills within the technologies that the utilities sector uses as their foundation.

“Being a serious and attractive partner for the energy and utilities sector requires that we as a supplier have a broad technological foundation, but also have a very detailed knowledge about the DNA of the energy- and utilities sector. This puts high demands on us as a supplier, and therefore we now ensure that we can meet these needs and continue to be a strategic partner for our customers within energy and supply,” said Troels Astrup, partner at Devoteam.

With the acquisition of EBS NORDIC, Devoteam strengthens its existing competences within the industry’s digitalization and add EBS NORDIC’s 20 years of deep European experience in the energy- and utilities industry.

Jesper Kaysen, CEO and owner of EBS NORDIC, sees it as a natural next step to become part of a larger consultancy.

“With our strong focus and specialty in the energy- and utilities sector, we experience a great demand for our competencies, but also a demand for services that we have not always been able to embrace. By becoming part of Devoteam, we can fulfil our ambitions to strengthen Danish energy- and utilities companies in the digital field. As part of Devoteam, we can continue to deliver our core services while supporting the sector with the best solutions within Creative Tech, CyberTrust,
Innovative Tech, Data Driven Intelligence, as well as technology platforms such as Microsoft Cloud, Google Cloud, ServiceNow, etc.” said Jesper Kaysen, CEO and owner of EBS NORDIC.

Jesper Kaysen and his associated experts will work from Devoteam's department in Aarhus and be associated with Devoteam's management consulting business.
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About EBS NORDIC
EBS NORDIC has 20 years of European experience in counseling energy- and utilities companies. EBS NORDIC and the associated experts have deep specialized knowledge of the sector, where they are providing management advice and are experts in, among other things, ERP, settlement, and payment solutions that suit the sector's specific needs.

About Devoteam
Devoteam is a leading consulting firm focused on digital strategy, technology platforms and cybersecurity. By combining creativity, technology and data insights, we empower our customers to transform their business and meet the future. With 25 years of experience and 8,000 employees in Europe and the Middle East, Devoteam promotes responsible tech for people and works to bring about better change. Read more Devoteam at http://www.dk.devoteam.com/.
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